
Fiat Multipla: Replacing A Door

If you have damaged a side door and aren’t going to have the repair done under an insurance claim you 
might like a little help before starting a DIY replacement.  I tend to live with my biffs and only tart a car 
up before selling it, but if you want to win the most beautiful Ugly Bug at the UglyBugsBall 2012 then 
you must start now!
This article contains lots of pics and is designed to encourage tentative DIYers.

I have recently replaced my front passenger’s door.  The principle is the same for all four side doors, but 
the details may vary.
Getting a replacement door
If you don’t have money to spare wait until you have located your donor door at a local breakers yard, 
that way you will see what you are buying, save the carriage and be confident that it will arrive in the 
same condition as you viewed it.  Wait until you locate a door with perfect paintwork in your colour. 
That way you will save a massive bill for painting it – of the order of £150 for one door.  You will know 
if it is in your colour, but you may want to check the paint code which is on a label on the tailgate.  I don’t 
recommend parts finding websites for this item.
An alternative is to set up an ebay search ‘Multipla door’ and have emails sent to you as soon as a door is 
listed.  When you view the item on ebay it will tell you where the door is and will also state the carriage 
costs if you cannot collect it.  The other advantage of removing the door yourself is that you won’t find 
the breaker has stripped it bare.  You will have most of the removable bits already, so you can sell the 
unwanted mirror, electric window winder, switch, door handle, door check strap, inner trim, etc on ebay
I paid £20 on ebay for a door which happened to be only 20 miles away and had been removed for me – 
admittedly it had ‘lost’ its mirror and the winder switch, but what a steal.  £20 is what it cost me in total 
and after selling bits it will be a free door.  In fact, it might even cost me a negative amount which pleases 
me, a cheapskate supposed mathematician.

Removing a door
You will have to do this twice, once on the donor vehicle and then again on your car.  It is so easy.
Open the door wide.
Undo the single Torx 40 bolt on the door check stay (Fig 1a). 
Disconnect the harness at the door.  To do this just pull down the plastic clip at the bottom (Fig 1b)
Undo the two 10mm bolts on the hinges.  The top one is at the bottom of the hinge, the bottom one is at 
the top of the hinge.  I found it easier to use a universal joint (Fig 1c), but a ring spanner would do.  The 
door won’t fall off because there are dowels in the hinges (Fig 1d).

Fig 1a Fig 1b Fig 1c Fig 1d

You do not need to touch the bolts holding the outer halves of the hinges onto the bulkhead and therefore 
will avoid problems rehanging the door.
Lift off the door by the inner handle; it is a single person job.



Removing the inner handle and trim
You will have to do this because you will need to swap the lock barrels and the trim may not have the 
same material finish as yours as they are colour-coordinated with the seats.
Inner handle
Start my removing the little inner opening handle by unscrewing the two Torx 25 screws (Figs 3a & 3b). 
 Fig 3a Fig 3b Fig 3c Fig 3d Fig 3e

Remove the speaker grille with a flat head screw driver, noting the orientation of the grid (Fig 3c). 
Remove the four phillips screws on the speaker (Fig 3d), noting where the plastic locating dowel fits (it is 
at the bottom of Fig 3d) before removing the speaker.  Disconnect the speaker cable.  Undo the two screw 
covers at the top of the plastic handle using a flat head screw driver to turn them a quarter turn (Fig 3e). 
Undo the two Torx 30 or 5mm bolts holding the handle on and remove the handle. 
Inner Trim
Start by pulling off the inner plastic cover for the mirror. (Fig 4a and 4b)  A wide flat screwdriver at the 
bottom will help get your fingers in (Fig 4c).
Fig 4a Fig 4b Fig 4c Fig 4d Fig 4e Fig 4f

If you want to swap the mirror it is held on by three Torx 30 or 5mm bolts (Fig4a).  Note the gasket 
behind the mirror.
Then remove the lock button by raising the red portion using a Poundland watchmaker’s screwdriver (Fig 
4d and 4e).  
The inner trim is held on by six plastic clips that slide into slots on the back of the trim (Fig 4f).  Unlike 
most plastic on the Multipla these don’t break!  Starting at the bottom, pull the trim away from the door 
(no tools are needed) and then lift the inner trim panel off the door.  Any plastic clips left in the door can 
be levered out with a pair of pointed pliers.  Remove the glued polythene draught and water vapour 
barrier film that was behind the inner door trim.  (At reassembly time run some Poundland thin double-
sided tape around the door.)  
Note: I do not have shares in Poundland, but hope they will pay me for all these plugs!



Check the harness
The harness varies with the age and trim level of the donor and recipient vehicles.  Look at the sockets in 
the leading edge of the doors.  If you are lucky yours will be the same, but if they are different, rather than 
swap wires in the socket, some of which might be missing, I preferred to swap the door harnesses. 
Mine are shown in Figs 5a and 5b and are quite different.
Fig 5a Fig 5b Fig 5c

The harness is held on by serated pull out cable clips (Fig 5c).  Two, by the speaker and the last 
connection at the lock, are pressed in from inside the door.  All the others are the from the passenger side.
If you are forgetful like me, take a snap of the harness before you start (Fig 6).

Fig 6

Pull out all the cable clips and feed the cable through any door holes.  The cable socket is clipped to the 
door by two wedge clips, at the top and bottom (Fig 7a).   The other protrusions are just location points to 
line up the two halves and stop the socket rotating in the door.  Depress the triangular wedges to 
disengage the socket from the door.  You will find that you cannot withdraw the harness through the hole 
next to the speaker because there isn't room around the bottom of window guide for the large socket to 
pass.  No problem, just remove the two Torx 40 bolts holding the lower, flexible guide to the door.  The 
top one is obvious, but the bottom bolt is found by removing the door bin (two plastic covers and three 
phillips screws).  Figs 7b annd 7c show the hidden cable connectors at the window wiper motor and 
lockset.  Each of them have clips underneath; lift the lever to release.
Fig 7a Fig 7b Fig 7c



Swapping the lock barrels
I never use the passenger door key, preferring the central locking key, but you may as well do a good job!
To gain access to the lock you need to remove two pieces of plastic (Figs 8a and 8b).  The first covers the 
bent wire connecting the inner opening handle with the lock, designed to thwart anyone wanting to break 
into and steal your Multipla using a wire hook pushed down between the glass and the rubber seal.  Has 
anyone ever wanted to steal an Ugly Bug?  Wasn’t the design brief meant to deter such endeavours and 
reduce car crime statistics!

Fig 8a Fig 8b Fig 8c Fig 8d

Anyway it is held on by two phillips screws.
You won’t see the lock barrel yet because it is behind a plastic cover which is part of the window guide 
(Fig 8b).  To remove this you undo the two Torx 40 bolts low down on the trailing edge of the door (Fig 
8c).  Someone had overtightened mine and the captive nuts embedded in the plastic weren’t!  It is flexible 
enough to bend it out of the way.  You will see the lock barrel in Fig 8d.
The lock barrel is held on by a spring clip (Fig 9a)  To avoid damaging the paintwork use a small 
molegrip to slide the clip out and remove the lock barrel (Fig 9b).

Fig 9a Fig 9b   

Insert your own lock with the plastic prongs facing the front of the car and then rotate180o so that on 
turning the key the prongs will engage the lock catch mechanism.
Refitting
Reverse the steps to complete the job, taking the opportunity to well grease both halves of the hinges and 
then stand back and admire your handiwork.

If you think this article may have saved you a lot of money and wish to make a £2 contribution to the VSBF 
(Victor.Sylvester.Benevolent.Fund), with 50% of the net amount after Paypal charges going to the charity supported by the 
MultiplaUsers forum, please click on the following link to email me at  victor.sylvester@yahoo.co.uk ! 
I will then send you a link to a payment form on a secure website that would allow you to use paypal or a credit or debit card.
Please also use this address to email me any corrections. The FiatMultipla_ReplacingADoor article is ©victor.sylvester 2011, 
but may be downloaded and used by anyone.   So that I may update the article in only one location, no approval is given for it 
to be hosted on websites other than https://www.sites.google.com/site/fiatmultipla/Home/repairs  
Other websites may make available this link
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